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My (Dianna's) sprightly 89-year-old dad had

Soon he was bent over at about 30 deqrees

I accompanied Dad to his appointments with
and Dr. Y.

Welcome to Mindf ulness in Medicine, an ongoing column by best-selling author Anne
Bruce, designed to cultivate leadership and collaborative relationships anong
hospital leaders, nurses, providers, and ancillary staff. Mindfulness is a powerful
leadership tool that enhances emotional intelligence. lt is a tool that, when practiced,

can help us develop and inplement emotional intelligence in nedicine. lt is a tool that,

when practiced, can help us develop and implement relational coaching skills and
illuminate various ways to improve hospital operations and cross-departmental
performance. Mindfulness also improves our capacity for decision-making and
participatory medicine, all while enhancing our own health and well-being. Your

comments and insights on these postings are greatly valued.

been walking two miles every day until his back began to bother him f ive months ago.

and using a cane.

one back sufgeon, then another. For the purposes of this post, we'll call them Dr. X

Both physicians came highly recommended, And they may well have been superstafs in the OR. But being a communication trainer,
I was dismayed at the way they interacted with Dad and our family.

Now I've done a lot of work with healthcare providers. I hear about shrinking reimbursements, administrative burden, EHR

frustration, and the pressure to see more patients in order to survive financially. So I'm guessing I have more empathy in this
resDect than the averaee consumer.

But at one point, I caught myself thinking how I'd love to record these visits for training purposes. I pictured myself standing in

front of a class of health professions students, remote in hand, and telling them, "Watch. This is nothow you do it."

The interesting thing is, on the topic of communication, the interests of patients, payers, and providers are remarkably aligned.

Good communication helps to prevent medical errors. lt's foundational to the triple aim of improving quality, cost, and expef ience,

Several questions on every patient satisfaction survey tie directly to communication.

Most importantly, the ma jority of healthcare professronals we know genuinely care about their patients. They got into medicine to
helo others.

So in today's post, we'll use Dianna's experience to show what works, what doesn't work, and how good communication can make

you a hero to your patients.

1, Take a Moment for Rapport

Dr. Y walked into the examining room and, without pausing for an introduction or making eye contact, asked Dad, "What brings
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you in today?

Dad started explaining about his pain and previous back surgeries. (He'd had three.). Meanwhile, Dr. Y buried his head in the chart,
quickly scanned, and then interrupted mid-sentence. From his comment, I could tell that he hadn't heard a word Dad had said.

Not only did this come across as rude, it sent a message that perhaps the chart was more reliable than the patient. Which, given
the many stereotypes about our elders, is unfortunate to say the least.

A Better Way: Establishing provider-patient fapport can be done in a few minutes. Greetings, introductions, eye contact, and active
listening can all go a long way. (This short lHl training video
(http://www.ihi.org/education/lHlOpenSchool/resources/Pages/Activities/AACHWaysToBuildRapport.aspx) shows some great

examples.)

Genuinely rushed? Remember that listening can actually shorten the encounter by getting all the patient's concerns out in the
oPen.

2. Answer Questions Thoroughly

In the above encountef, my dad asked Dr. Y about a certain type of injection.

Dr. Y's answer was quick, decisive, and not terribly helpf ul. "l need more information," he said. "Let's do a myelogram, and then
we'll talk."

Dad tried to explain that his previous physician, Dr. X, had already given him three injections withoutthe aid of a myelogram. But
rather than try to get to the bottom of things, Dr. Y assured us that a myelogram was the way to go.

Three minutes later, he was out the door, leaving us to wonder what the myelogram was supposed to reveal and if the previous
physician had made a mistake.

A Better Way: Evidence suggests that a partnership approach to patient care may result in more accurate diagnoses, greater

adherence to treatment, and improved outcomes. This approach stresses open communication, patient participation, and shared
decision-making. For more info, see this helpf ul committee report (http://www.acog.orgi Resources-And-Publications/Committee-
Opinions/Committee-on-Health-Care-for-Underserved-Women/Effective-Patient-Physician-Communication) by the American

College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.

3. Take Time to Explain

At the next visit, with myelogram results in hand, Dr. Y announced that surgery was "not an option."

"Why not?" we asked.

"The last thing I want to do is operate on an B9-year-old man," he said. "Let's try a fourth injection."

Later, Dad consulted with the family members. We decided if Dr. Y wasn't going to communicate and bring Dad into the decision-
making, it was time to get a third opinion.

And wow, were we glad we did. We'll call the third surgeon Dr. A - A for awesome.

A Better Wayr Dr. A ultimately came to the same conclusion as Dr. Y. But unlike Dr. Y, he gave a stunningly clear explanation.

"l don't recommend surgery either," he said. "But it has nothing to do with age. lt's about results.

"We get the best results with the first surgery. With the second surgery, statistics say your chance for pain reduction goes down
about 50 percent. With the third surgery, your chance for pain reduction is minimal. With any surgeries after the third, benefits are

highly unlikely, and the risks for something going wrong greatly increase: heart attack, stroke, paralysis."

His explanation put an end to the matter of surgery as a corTective action. He also offered clear alternatives. For the first time, we

all felt we were movinq forward.

4. Provide Clear Def initions

Dr. X, Dr. Y, and therr staffs referred often to "parn management," which my dad and I interpreted to be medication.

Later, Dr. A defined the term to include a spinal-cord stimulator, physical therapy, and simply walking to strengthen muscles. This

relieved all of us and opened everyone to further discussion.
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A Better Way: There's a concept called the "curse of knowledge" that affects everyone from healthcare providers to car
mechanics to your lT department. The gist: once you know something, you can't imagine what it's like nof to know it.

The cure: translate your intentions into concrete language and examples. This Harvard Business Review article
(https://hbr.org 1200611 2/the-curse-of-knowledge) has some great examples (from Trader Joe's and beyond).

5. Respect Our Time, Too

Dr. Y. made it clear that he was a terribly busy guy. I have no doubt he was, but I think it should go without saying that the patient's
time matters too.

Patients and family members often take time off from work for appointments, only to endure long delays in the waiting room. In
the ED or inpatient setting, this might translate into long turnaround times for test results, or waiting around after care is
complete for someone to perform a discharge.

A Better Way: When delays are inevitable, practice open communication. The "D" in the Struder Group's AIDET patient satisfaction
mnemonic (https://www.studergroup.com/aidet) stands for "duration." Acknowledging the issue and offering a realistic timef rame

for completion shows patients that their time is important to you.

So those are our thoughts as patients, family members, and communication coaches. But we'd love to hear from providers too.

How do you quickly establish rapport and trust? Comment below to tell us about it.
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Andrea Kamenca

What an excellent post! ltoo had a father with recent medical conditions. The providers and staff who communicated with
patrence and kindness brought a new level of healing to the process,
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Dianna Booher (http://www.booherresearch.com)

It was a pleasure to work with Anne Bruce on this article, regarding my dad's care from three different physicians. As Anne and I

both know after years of offering communication coaching to busy executives, it can be difficult to "think on your feet" during a
hectic day to incorporate great communication along with excellent healthcare. But with conscious effort, it can become a habit--
and ultimately SAVES time.
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Anne Bruce (http://annebruce.com)
Thank you to bestselling author and friend Dianna Booher for sharing these 5 impactful communication tips that all align with
what we call "Mindfulness In Medicine". Dianna's book, "What More Can I Say?" is a great read and I highly recommend it for
anyone wanting to improve the communication practices of their teams.
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